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INTRODUCTION

 
According to the development of voice 

technology and the establishment of standard voice 
interface and presentation, research fields which 
apply ‘Voice’ are expanded gradually. Web is 
additionally one of these fields. As innovation called 
"Voice" is mixed together on existent Web, different 
studies are being continued, for example, strategy fo
application and usage of voice dialect mediator, 
technique for transcoding from HTML records to 
voice dialect based archives, system for utilization of 
voice interface, and so on. After VoxML
et al.,), VoiceXML (Voice extensible Markup 
Dialect) form 1.0 standard was distributed by 
VoiceXML Discussion in 2000 
(http://www.voicexml.org/), and after that in October 
2001 VoiceXML variant 2.0 was distributed by W3C 
(http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/WD-voicexml20
20011023/). In the first phase of VoiceXML, it
outlined and connected for telephony clients. After 
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A B S T R A C T  
In this paper, we have a tendency to propose partner programmed transcoding 
innovation to change over existing hypertext mark-up dialect records to hypertext 
mark-up dialect + VoiceXML archives that have visual and tactile framework 
presentation at steady time. Our transcoding innovation gives the wo
read matter and picture information of a chose web archive by visual methodology with 
giving the work that client will hear principle information of option web report 
associated with connection by tangible framework sense at consistent 
moving to the joined record. For the point of accomplishing on top of capacities, the 
brief our innovation changes over existing hypertext mark
remade hypertext mark-up dialect records and VoiceXML archives by abuse h
calculations. The transcoding strategy incorporates the stride that a delegate substance 
is separated in associated hypertext mark-up dialect archive, the stride that VoiceXML 
reports are created with the removed substance, furthermore the stride
article having a connection and an unmistakable reiteration design. Our transcoding 
strategy is a considerable measure of with proficiency connected in portable 
environment and inside of the terminal that has poor program and confined sho
execution. amid this paper, we have a tendency to legitimize primary heuristics 
calculations for programmed transcoding of web records related an operation technique 
for a transcoding framework, and that we depict a style and usage of the framework 
encapsulation. 
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, VoiceXML (Voice extensible Markup 
form 1.0 standard was distributed by 

VoiceXML Discussion in 2000 
, and after that in October 

2001 VoiceXML variant 2.0 was distributed by W3C 
voicexml20-

. In the first phase of VoiceXML, it was 
outlined and connected for telephony clients. After 

that, with the end goal of utilizing voice interface and 
getting to talked driven data on the 
Web,XHTML+Voice Profile was proposed by W3C 
(http://www.w3.org/Submission/2001/13/
more, SALT (Discourse Application Dialect Labels) 
was put together by SALT discussion 
(http://www.saltforum.org/), which has comparative 
functionalities with XHTML + Voice Profile. 
Keeping in mind the end goal to investigate and 
execute these dialects, voice program an
translator have been produced with different figures 
moreover. On account of voice translator, it is 
stacked in the current web program to bolster 
VoiceXML report on a case
The aforementioned, there is a developing 
enthusiasm for access to data composed for 
presentation in a sound-related, despite the fact that 
the Web is basically intended for visual based access 
and route. Yet, it is troublesome that all HTML 
records which treat essentially visual representation 
are changed over into voice support semantic 
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structures, for example, VoiceXML, keeping in mind 
the end goal to bolster sound-related data of Web 
substance.  

Since labels of VoiceXML and HTML can't be 
substituted every others, and even different 
VoiceXML archives can't express the greater part of 
the data incorporated into one HTML report. That is, 
on the grounds that sight and hearing have distinctive 
capacity to get data, furthermore HTML and 
VoiceXML are contrasts in data expression capacity. 
Accordingly we recommend another strategy which 
gives Web data in either a sound-related or a visual 
presentation by making extra VoiceXML records to 
backing voice data from chose exceptional substance 
among HTML reports instead of from all HTML 
archives. Our methodology gets the advantage that 
clients can get web data by review and by hearing in 
the meantime. As it were, clients can get web data by 
survey of current website page and by knowing about 
fundamental data of hyperlinked next archive in the 
meantime without moving to the connected next 
record. Also, it gets to be one of better approaches to 
apply "Voice" innovation to the Web. Whatever 
remains of this paper is sorted out as takes after. In 
segment 2, we show related studies, and portray our 
new approach in moment point of interest in area 3. 
A framework outline and execution are given in area 
4, trailed by a rundown and future works in segment 
5. 
 
Related Studies: 

A voice interface on the Web was started to give 
a sound presentation and control of Web data 
through phone rather than visual data through Web 
program in a desktop PC. Likewise it utilized as 
another connected administration for visually 
impaired persons to get to Web data. On the other 
hand, impeccable change from visual substance to 
voice substance is troublesome in light of a 
vagueness of semantic considering of HTML and a 
distinction of presentation capacity of HTML and 
VoiceXML. In this manner particular transcoding 
routines, for example, technique focusing on 
constrained substance (Choi, H.I. and T.G. Jang, 
2001), system utilizing extra interpretation data (e.g., 
annotation) (Asakawa, C., 2000), have been 
proposed. ‘Configuration and Usage of a HTML to 
VoiceXML Converter (Choi, H.I. and T.G. Jang, 
2001)' proposed the transcoding strategy that HTML 
reports having a consistent sort, for example, a 

rundown, a notice board, are focused for 
transformation. In that paper, content pieces are 
separated by utilizing example of reiteration, and 
extricated content squares are communicated as 
VoiceXML reports. ‘Improving Web openness by 
means of the Vox Gateway and a Web-facilitated 
dynamic HTML <-> VoxML converter (S.Goose, et 
al.,)' proposed the way how the sight crippled can 
approach Web through a voice program and 
presented the dynamic converter which changes over 
HTML into VoxML. 

As said above, existent studies recommend 
techniques which change over HTML archives into 
voice bolster markup dialects, for example, 
VoiceXML, VoxML, keeping in mind the end goal 
to get to Web through just stable, or they propose 
systems which bolster multi-interface by utilizing 
voice info/yield. These systems can be legitimate on 
the off chance that they get to constrained data in 
restricted environment with voice interface, however 
they have confinement to bolster all convoluted Web 
data through just voice media.Hence, in this paper, 
we acquaint a transcoding technique with supply web 
data through visual and sound-related presentation 
media as another approach to apply voice innovation 
on the Web. 
 
Transcoding Technique: 

Our programmed transcoding strategy changes 
over existent HTML web substance to unmistakable 
and hearable web substance built with HTML and 
VoiceXML with the end goal of acquiring a review 
of current website page and a knowing about primary 
data of hyperlinked report in the meantime without 
moving to the hyperlinked archive. For the 
programmed transformation into web record 
supporting visual-sound access, we can change over 
all of HTML archives to SALT or XHTML + Voice 
Profile. Be that as it may, with regards to proficiency 
and change impact, we utilize an approach to change 
over chose substance obstruct rather than entire 
HTML page into VoiceXML report. This strategy 
demonstrates a high adequacy and exactness on the 
locales of news articles, web mail, web notice board, 
et cetera. The accompanying Figure 1 clarifies the 
illustration of transcoding aftereffect of Yippee's 
Mail page. In Figure1, when the item with hyperlink 
in an article rundown is chosen in the site page A, the 
new website page B is rendered and showed in a 
screen by and large. 
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Move to the 
Hyperlinked Document

mail1.html

mail2.html

A

B
Click the Icon

converted_mail1.html

converted_mail2.vxml

[Voice Contents]

Convert 
HTML to VoiceXML

“’ Hello, 
Yahoo Mail!  
This is …

<?xml version=“ 1.0” ?>
<vxml version=“ 2.0” >
<form>
<block>
<prompt>
’Hello, Yahoo Mail!  
This is test for our…
</prompt>
</block>
</form>
</vxml>

C

D

E

 
 
Fig. 1: Example of Yahoo Mail’s Transcoding Result 

 
Be that as it may, in the event that we change 

over the site page A, site page C is produced as the 
changed over HTML which has the particular 
pictures, similar to D, to tell the likelihood of 
supporting web data by sound. Also, when client 
chooses the picture D, site page C is shown always 
and sound E, which incorporates the principle data of 
website page B, is heard without moving to the 
following chose page B. Along these lines HTML 
website pages, for example, An and B can be 
changed over into spoke to HTML and VoiceXML 
pages, for example, C and E. Obviously, if a client 
chooses a unique hyperlink area of a content in site 
page An, a development to the following website 
page B is happened.  

Presently, we present two essential heuristics 
calculations so as to do these procedures. As a matter 
of first importance, we accept that tree information is 
produced structure from HTML archive in the pre-
process (http://www.w3.org/People/Raggett/tidy/), 
and we develop a virtual tree which is made out of 
the labels significance record construction modeling 
or the labels including information data. 
Furthermore, the virtual tree bars certain labels for 
script or occasion handler to characterize style 
properties. Furthermore, the accompanying 

calculations work with this virtual tree as an info 
parameter. Fundamentally, keeping in mind the end 
goal to embed a particular check, for example, D of a 
Figure 1, we present the Voice Supporting Target 
Object Extraction calculation to discover target 
objects which are joined with next HTML archive by 
hyperlink. We utilize outwardly trademark highlights 
for extraction target objects (Yang, Y.D. and H.J. 
Zhang, 2001). They have particular qualities for the 
sort of redundancy, the extent of including content 
(the quantity of characters), the position in the first 
record, and so forth specifically site pages built like 
rundown structure, for instance, news articles, web 
mail, web notice board, et cetera. (Choi, H.I. and 
T.G. Jang, 2001).  

In flowchart of figure 2, most extreme five hubs 
can be possibility to be separated as target items, and 
one and only hub is chosen as a guardian hub of 
removed target hubs by utilizing the relative worth 
recorded as a part of Table 1. After that, the sound 
sign of new hyperlink data is embedded as a past kin 
hub of separated hub for representation, much the 
same as D of figure 1. At the point when the sound 
imprint is chosen for getting to new web data joined 
by new hyperlink, VoiceXML report is produced by 
Occasion Handler. 
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start

End

Virtual Tree Structure 
of HTML Document

Variable Initialization 
MAX_CHILD[5]:Number of Child Node
CHILD_TEXT[5]: Size of Text in Child
SELECTED[i] : Reference for Node

Searching Tree Node
as PreOrder Traversal

n = Number of Child Node

n > MINIMUN_VALUE

Dose child node has 
<A>node?

t = Number of Character of Text in 
Child Node

Average of t  >= AVG_TEXT

Is this last node?

Select SELECTED[i] (for, CHILD_TEXT[i] 
has the biggest value)

MAX_CHILD[i+1 ]= MAX_CHILD[i]
CHILD_TEXT[i+1] = CHILD_TEXT[i]

SELECTED[i+1] = SELECTED[i]

n <= MAX_CHILD[i] 

MAX_CHILD[i] = n
CHILD_TEXT[i] = t

SELECTED[i] = Current Node

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

NO

NO

Start

End

Virtual Tree Structure 
of HTML

Searching Node having TEXT

 V = Number of Character of Text

V += Deflection of Text Size of Sibling 
Nodes

V -= | Position Value in Whole Tree -  
Position Value of Center |

Is this last node?

Extract TEXT value in 
the node which has the 

biggest value of V

NO

YES

 
 
Fig. 2: Flowchart of the Voice Supporting Target 
Fig. 3: Flowchart of the Delegate Content Object Extraction Algorithm  Article Extraction Calculation 

 
Besides, we clarify the Agent Content Item 

Extraction calculation of figure 3, which extricates 
an imperative substance obstruct in a HTML record. 
As looking the virtual tree which is comprised of 

basic labels, it chooses target content through a 
similar procedure for the parameters recorded in 
Table 2. 

 
Table 1: Parameters for Looking at Example       

Parameter Expected Value 
the number of child node  with hyperlink > minimum value  
the number of character of text in child node > minimum value 
tree travel path from root node to child node similar path with sibling node 
deflection value of length of text in child nodes < maximum value 

 
And after that it makes VoiceXML document 

with the content data of the removed hub. This 
document is conveyed to VoiceXML mediator, and it 
is given to a client as a sound-related presentation. 
Now and again the extricated content data may be 
told through TTS motor. Also, for this situation, 
yield capacity of voice data is completed just. The 

voice data document can be produced by Web server, 
web program, or intermediary server. That is, 
transformation procedure can work in servers or web 
program environment. In this paper, we outline a 
transcoding framework which does the change 
process before the operation of VoiceXML translator 
in web program environment in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Parameters for Comparing Pattern 
Parameter Expected Value 
deflection of text size ofsibling nodes > minimum value 
the number of character of text  > minimum value 
position in whole tree nearby center  

 
System Design and Implementation: 

With above fundamental calculations, we 
outlined a programmed transcoding framework 

model like the accompanying figure 4.This 
framework is made out of three modules 
extraordinarily and works with two stages. 

 

Target Object 
(for Conversion)

Extraction Module

Representative 
Content Block 

Extraction Module

VoiceXML 
Generation Module

Converted HTML

ModuleStep

VoiceXML

Output

Step1

Step2

 
 
Fig. 4: Square Chart of Transcoding Framework 

 
As the calculation of figure 2 works in the 

Objective Item Extraction module, it extricates the 
objective articles with hyperlink which shows the 
following HTML record convertible into voice data. 
Furthermore, this module does the procedure of 
embedding’s the sound imprint which advises voice 
data can be offered by sound.  

As the calculation of figure 3 works in the Agent 
Content Piece Extraction module, it removes the 
delegate content from a hyperlinked HTML record. 
At long last, in VoiceXML Era module, VoiceXML 
archive is created with the agent content extricated in 
past procedure. An operation procedure of our 
transcoding framework parts in two stages. Initial 
step is that changes over from unique HTML report 
to change over HTML record which has sound 
imprint meaning the likelihood about whether it 
backings to voice substance or not, and second step 
is that concentrates essential substance obstruct in 
chose HTML archive as voice bolstered substance 
and creates VoiceXML record with the removed 
substance.  

A HTML record which is created through initial 
step is communicated outwardly through client's 
program, and when a client chooses the voice 
supporting target object, VoiceXML report is 
produced through second step, and it is supplied with 
sound by VoiceXML Translator. Through these 
procedures, our methodology bolsters the survey of a 
present Web report and the becoming aware of an 
agent piece of other Web archive in the meantime. 
Consequently client can obtain a considerable 
measure of Web data with more advantageous 
interface without a moment's delay. 
 

Conclusion: 
In this paper, we proposed a programmed 

transcoding system which changes over existent 
HTML web substance into noticeable and hearable 
web substance built by HTML and VoiceXML. By 
applying our transcoding technique, we can acquire a 
survey of current site page and a knowing about 
principle data of hyperlinked report in the meantime 
without moving to the hyperlinked archive. Our 
innovation can offer an effective and handiness web 
scanning which is of significance to different 
portable and wearable processing clients. With the 
end goal of changing over to multi-access web 
substance which can be gotten to through varying 
media control, our methodology recommended two 
vital transcoding calculations - the Voice Supporting 
Target Object Extraction calculation and the Agent 
Content Article Extraction calculation. We planned 
and executed the model of transcoding framework, 
and it is separated in two stages. To start with is the 
phase of separating target object which has 
hyperlinked report convertible to voice substance. 
Also, second is the phase of making sound-related 
Web archive taking into account removed delegate 
substance obstruct from the hyperlinked HTML 
record. Later on we are going to outline a savvy 
framework which produces website pages supporting 
a multimodal interface as per the execution and 
attributes of client's gadgets. 
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